
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































? 1 4 2 16 4 3 3
2 2 5 1 17 3 6 3
3 3 4 3 18 4 3 1
4 2 3 3 19 1 4 3
5 5 6 3 20 6 5 1
6 6 5 2 21 5 2 2
7 3 4 1 22 2 1 1
8 6 3 3 23 1 2 3
9 1 2 3 24 4 1 3
10 4 3 3 25 1 4 2
11 3 2 3 26 2 1 3
12 6 1 3 27 5 6 2
13 1 6 2 28 4 5 2
14 2 3 3 29 1 4 1













1 7 4 1 11 1 1 2
2 7 3 2 12 2 1 2
3 10 3 1 13 3 1 2
4 14 2 2 14 4 1 2
5 16 2 1 15 5 1 2
6 18 2 1 16 6 1 2
7 20 2 1 17 7 1 2
8 4 2 1 18 8 1 2
9 6 2 1 19 9 1 2
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a 2500 8500 2
b 2000 6000 2
C 1800 8500 4








































































































































































1 laエge large heavystepwise■　　■　　・ large1（di伍cult）
2 1arge middleheavySもep－wise●　　ψ　　・ 1arge 1
3 1arge smalmid（量le steep ●　　●　　・ mi（1（11e 2
… … … … … … … …



































































































































































































































































































































































































i＝08 8 1658350 0 0 0　0 0 0 0
i＝114312765032210 0 0 0 0 0 0
i＝213200 404285690 0 0 0 0 0
i＝32 16 0 0 1795792430 0 0 0 0
i＝42 21 0 0 0 2561286170 0 0 0
i＝51041 0 0 0 0 7620038 0 0 0
i＝619370 0 0 0 0 1683584740 0
i＝7172 0 0 0 0 0 0 3363473170
i＝83 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 354146500
i＝91138 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50496
Table　4．2　Reward　a，　b，　and　prcbability（1／1000）un（］er　acもion＝2
i＝07 101628380 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i＝14 5 639143470 0 0 0 0 0 0
i＝218220 2094423490 0 ? 0 0 0
i＝33 22 0 0 2562794650 0 0 0 0
i＝415360 0 0 399455560 0 0 0
i・＝5 5 32 0 ? 0 0 1610 8390 0 0
i二616230 0 0 0 0 141838030 0
i＝72 440 0 0 0 0 0 159483580
i＝80 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 89278633
i＝9126 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 91783
Table　4．3　Reward　a，　b，　a1｝（i　probability（1／1000）under　ac七iOn＝3
i驚09 ユ7 4975030 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i＝1 7 4 252904570 0 0 0 0 0 0
i＝219330 2374373260 0 0 0 0 0
i＝31921 0 0 103676220 0 0 0 0
i＝411480 0 0 3651704650 0 0 0
i＝55 20 0 0 0 0 65031733 0 0 0
i＝619170 0 0 0 0 957151900 0
i＝71941 0 0 0 0 0 0 3323283410
i＝82 240 0 0 0 0 0 0 295210495




i＝03 394465540 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i＝18 384362213440 0 0 ? 0 0 0
i二219480 62031565 ? 0 0 0 0 0
i二30 5 0 0 1962975070 0 0 0 0
i＝410480 0 0 1272536200 0 0 0
i＝55 250 0 0 0 2406251350 0 0
i＝611460 0 0 0 0 3471894630 0
i＝73 350 0 0 0 0 0 30161089 0
i＝84 440 0 0 0 0 0 0 109341551
i＝915350 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 67327
Table　4．5　Reward　a，　bラand　prcbability（1／1000）under　action＝5
i＝06 285494510 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i＝16 15306263430 0 0 0 0 0 0
i＝26 400 5592352060 0 0 0 0 0
i＝313140 0 2645951420 0 0 0 0
i＝41612 0 0 0 2583793630 0 0 0
i＝511260 0 0 0 4091814090 0 0
i＝618260 0 0 0 0 3163773070 0
i＝71111 0 0 0 0 0 0 1562695750
i＝81815 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 215355430


















































































































































































































































α 10 20 30 40
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Table　5．1　Setting　of　Fitness

















































































































































































































































EL FR ED GENERATI　ON
Problem　10． 2050．0196 一 391
Problem　20．0867 一 L1788 286
Problem　30．12050．0196L6650 286
5．6。 Conclusion
　　In　this　paperラwe　proposed　hybrid　GA　which　colnbined　with　PIM　in　an
opera七ion　optimiza七ion　model　with　multiple　reliab蹴y　constraints．　We
have　gotten　success鮎hesults．　Here，　PIM　is　used　once　per　improvement　of
an　operation　rule．　However，　i七is　possible　to　find　an　opera七ion　rule　which
satis輪the　constraint　by　reもrying．　We　are　sure　that　hybrid　GAs　can　be
used　as　a　tool　for　a　MDP　model　wi七h　multiple　constraints．　However，　we
think　it　is　impor七ant　to　consider　the　way　of　setting　fitness　for　effective
search．　It　would　be　of　benefi七to　cc批inue　the　research　o☆his　problem．
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Chap也er　6。
　　In　this七hesis，　various　combi品もorial　optimization　problems　are　solved
by　G斑etic　Algorithms．　The　modeling　methods　are　dif琵rent丘）r　each
problem’s　characterisもics，　however，　all　of　the　Genetic　Algorithms　pr（畑
posed　also　fall　into　a　categcry　of　a　Hybrid　GAs　in七he　sense．　Genetic
Algorithms　are　easy　to　model　and　combine　with　o七her　optimiza七ion　meth9・
ods．　However，　it　must　be　considered　howもo　combine　various　optimization
methcds　inもo　Genetic　Algorithms．　There　are　many　combinatorial　opti－
mization　problemsうin　the　real　world．　In　this　thesis，　we　have　deal七w輌th
rectangular　packing　problems　and　natural　numbering　problems．
　　　　　Rectangular　packing　problems　are　di伍cult　to　translate　from　a　gene
to　a　fbasib］e　solution　which　sa七isfies　cons七raintsラbecause　a　geometrical
㍍ctor　is　ilユcluded．　Then，　in　a　tw（＞dim題sional　rectangular　packing　prob．
lem，　we　proposed　thaもGenetic　Algoriもhms　be　appl輌ed　as　parameter　tun．
ing　of　greedy　algorithm．　Moreover，　we　formulated　a　slab　design　problem
as　a　tw（｝dimensiOnal　bin－packing　problem．　Gene七ic　Algorithms　are　ap－
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plied　as　assorting　i赦）rmation　of　heur輌s七ics．　In　both　problems，　Genetic
Algorithms　is　give　good　results．
　　　　　Natural　number　combinaもorial　optimization　problems　are　fbrmu－
1ated　with　as　a　Markov　decision　process　model　with　constraints．　Mor（＞
over，　a　reservoir　operation　problem　is　dealt　wi七h　a　Markov　decision　pr（＞
cess　model　with　cons七rainもs．　Natural　number　combinatorial　optimiza七ion
problems　are　difHcult　to　sa七isfy　wi七h　constraints．　However，　transfεr　from
agene　to　a　fOasible　solution　is　easy，（lue　to　a　phenoもype．　Tha七is，　a　so－
1ution　is　equal　to　a　gene　in　natural　number　combinatorial　optimizaもion
problems．　In　natural　number　combinatorial　optimization　problems，　G合
netic　Algorithms　also　give　good　results．　However，　it　is　unknown　whether
phenotypes　satis取all　constrajnts．　Thus，　it　is　impor七a批to　change　an
infeasible　solution　to　a　feasible　sclutiorL．
　　　　　All　of七he　Genetic　Algorithms　proposed　in　this　thesis，　have　given
good　results．　We　are　sure　that　Genetic　Algorithms　are　a　suitable七〇〇l　for
solving　combinaもorial　problems．
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